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Abstract 
This paper focused on peak to average power ratio  (PAPR) reduction scheme for OFDM system. OFDM has several 
properties which make it an attractive modulation scheme for high speed transmission. the main  draw back of OFDM 
is high PAPR. The high PAPR causes the  interference and degraded the performance of the system  while OFDM 
signal pass through the amplifier. Here a simple  scheme clip and filter is used to reduce the  PAPR of OFDM system. 
Simulation results are show that the improvement in performance of OFDM system by reducing the PAPR using clip 
and filter scheme. 
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1. Introduction 
Wide band wireless communications have experienced a fast growth and promises the better 
performances of the system. Multicarrier (MC) modulation is a widely adopted technique in wireless 
communications because of its advantages. The fact that the subcarriers are orthogonal allows the usage 
of the Fourier transform without introducing inter-carrier interference (ICI). The advancements in digital 
signal processing and very large scale integrated circuits allow efficient and cost-effective 
implementation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) operations making OFDM an attractive solution for 
wireless channels. 
 
An main drawback  of OFDM systems is their high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). When the 
OFDM signal is transformed to time domain, the resulting signal is the sum of all the subcarriers, and 
when all the subcarriers add up in phase the result is a peak N times higher than the average power. High 
PAPR degrades performance of OFDM signals by forcing the analog amplifier to work in the nonlinear 
region, distorting this way the signal and making the amplifier to consume more power. 
 
A simple technique used to reduce the PAPR of OFDM signals is to clip the signal to a  maximum 
allowed value, at the cost of BER degradation and out-of-band radiation. Clipping does not add extra 
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information to the signal and high peaks occur with low probability so the signal is seldom distorted. Out-
of-band radiation can be reduced by filtering at the transmitter, the filter used in this project consists on a 
FFT-IFFT pair which is easier to implement than traditional FIR filters and allows the implementation of 
the clip & filter set several times in order to reduce the peak regrowth that filtering introduces. The BER 
degradation can be mitigated by reconstructing the signal at the receiver. 
 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multipex (OFDM) is a multicarrier modulation method with 
orthogonality of individual subcarriers [1]. The use of this modulation allows to extend symbol time 
interval by splitting the input bit stream into N parallel streams. As a result of symbol time extension and 
the orthogonality, the OFDM signal is not influenced by multipath propagation and higher spectral 
effenciency is obtained. 
 
An inherent property of MC transmission schemes is the high dynamic range of the transmitted signal. 
The theoretical value of the PAPR is given by the number of subcarriers in use. The probability of having 
such high peaks is marginal in systems with enough subcarriers, but still in practice the PAPR of MC 
signals is much higher than in case of single carrier signals [8]. The high dynamic range of the MC 
signals causes a problem in most communication systems, since the signal has to be amplified by a power 
amplifier (PA) at the transmitter. Practical PAs do not maintain linearity over the whole dynamic range of 
the MC signal, thus amplifying different parts of the signal differently. This distorts the MC signal, 
resulting in a reduced bit error rate (BER) performance and also in a spectral regrowth, basically radiating 
energy at frequencies adjacent to the signal and at higher values than originally planned.[8] 
Here, we present a clipping based PAPR reduction technique for OFDM systems. The clipping is 
followed by filtering to reduce out of band power. The Fast Fourier transform (FFT) transform the clipped 
signal into frequency domain signal. The in-band frequency domain signals are passed to the second 
inverse FFT (IFFT) while out-of band signal components are null. Therefore it doesn’t causes interference 
to the in-band OFDM signal. Simulation results show that the amplitude clipping method is reduced 
PAPR significantly which decreases as the number of clip and filtering level is increased.  
2. PAPR Reduction Technique  
The Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) [1] of transmitted signal s(t) on time interval Ĳ. PAPR is 
defined by following relationship: 
 
 
 
                                                                (1) 
 
 
where   is the peak signal power and 
             is the average signal power. 
 
 
 Amplitude clipping is considered as the simplest technique which may be under taken for PAPR 
reduction in an OFDM system. A threshold value of the amplitude is set in this case to limit the peak 
envelope of the input signal. Signal having values higher than this pre-determined value are clipped and 
the rest are allowed to pass through un-disturbed [3]. Amplitude clipping can cut-off the peak from the 
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signal and solve the high peak power problem. This clipping limits the peak of the input signal to a fixed 
value or otherwise passes the input signal through unperturbed with phase left unchanged [1], [2]. The 
clipped signal is: 
 
                                               (2) 
 
 
where, B(x) is the amplitude value after clipping,  
            x is the initial signal value and  
           A is the threshold set by the user for clipping the signal.  
 
The problem in this case is that due to amplitude clipping distortion is observed in the system which can 
be viewed as another source of noise. This distortion falls in both in – band and out of band. Filtering 
cannot be implemented to reduce the in band distortion and an error performance degradation is observed 
here. On the other hand spectral efficiency is hampered by out of band radiation. Out of  band radiation 
can be reduced by filtering after clipping but this may result in some peak regrowth. A repeated filtering 
and clipping operation can be implemented to solve this problem. The desired amplitude level is only 
achieved after several iteration of this process. 
 
The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is one of the most regularly used parameters, 
which is used to measure the efficiency of any PAPR technique. Normally, the Complementary CDF 
(CCDF) is used instead of CDF, which helps us to measure the probability that the PAPR of a certain data 
block exceeds the given threshold.  
 
By implementing the Central Limit Theorem for a multi – carrier signal with a large number of sub-
carriers, the real and imaginary part of the time – domain signals have a mean of zero and a variance of 
0.5 and follow a Gaussian distribution. So Rayleigh distribution is followed for the amplitude of the multi 
– carrier signal, where as a central chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom is followed for the 
power distribution of the system. The CDF of the amplitude of a signal sample is given by 
 
 
 
The CCDF of the PAPR of the data block is desired is our case to compare outputs of various reduction 
techniques. This is given by 
 
                       
                                             
 
This expression assumes that the N time domain signal samples are mutually independent and 
uncorrelated.  
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3. Simulation Results 
For the simulation of reduction of PAPR with CCDF function, we use some parameters like, size of 
OFDM-128 , over sampling factor 1-4 , size of FFT -256 ,clipping ratio -4 and  modulation technique –
QPSK. The simulation result of amplitude clipping method is shown in Fig. 1. It can be observe that 
OFDM signal  has higher PAPR and after applying this method, PAPR reduces  significantly. This PAPR 
is decreases as the number of clip and filtering is increased from one to four levels.  
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Fig.1. Comparison of CCDF using one, two, three and four clipping and filtering method 
 
 
4. Conclusion  
The PAPR problem is one of the important issues to be addressed in developing multicarrier transmission 
systems in OFDM system . In order to minimize the effects of high PAPR in OFDM systems, clipping is 
a simple solution that results from this paper . Clipping is a non-linear operation that introduces inter 
modulation noise in the OFDM system . The performance of OFDM system can be improved by reducing  the 
PAPR using clip and filter scheme. 
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